Colloidal stability of magnetite/poly(lactic acid) core/shell nanoparticles.
In this work, we describe an experimental investigation on the colloidal stability of suspensions of three kinds of particles, including magnetite, poly(lactic acid) (PLA), and composite core/shell colloids formed by a magnetite core surrounded by a PLA shell. The experiments were performed with dilute suspensions, so that recording the optical absorbance with time gives a suitable indication of the aggregation and sedimentation of the suspensions. The method allowed us to distinguish very accurately between the different surface and magnetic forces responsible for the structures acquired by particle aggregates. Thus, the pure PLA suspensions are very sensitive to ionic strength and almost unaffected by pH changes. On the contrary, the stability of magnetite systems is mainly controlled by pH. The effect of vertical magnetic fields on the stability of magnetite and magnetite/PLA suspensions is also investigated. The PLA shell reduces the magnetic responsiveness of magnetite, but it is demonstrated that the mixed particles can also form structures induced by the field, despite their lower magnetization, and they can be considered in magnetically targeted biomedical applications.